We call as by our particle formation scheme an oscillatory charge e (or −e) together with the electromagnetic waves generated by it, of angular frequency ω, as a whole a basic particle. As a direct NewtonMaxwell solution, we obtain straightforwardly for the particle's component wavetrains, traveling at the velocity of light c, a translational kinetic energy ∈= mc 2 and alternatively an oscillatory mechanical energy ∈=h * ω. ∈ amounts but to the particle's total energy and m its inertial mass; 2πh * is expressed by wave-medium parameters and identifiable as the Planck constant. The solutions further yield a set of semi-empirical equations for the particle's de Broglie wave parameters. As to its origin, mc 2 represents an energy required for the particle to counterbalance a vacuum frictional force against the particle's total motion.
Introduction
Inertial mass (m) is a notion originally introduced into being through I. Newton's three laws of motion (1687) and is one most profound property of all matters. The inertial mass was in 1905 postulated by A. Einstein on phenomenological ground to have a relationship with the particle's total energy (∈) as ∈= mc 2 ; the relation has since been broadly demonstrated by experiments. Nevertheless, the origin and nature of inertial mass remain up to the present as one of the longest-standing unsolved mysteries of physics. This problem has in the past been the subject of persistent studies involving many prominent physicists.
We have recently achieved a particle formation scheme [1] - [5] , by which a basic material particle like an electron, proton, positron and others, briefly, is formed by an oscillatory massless elementary charge with either sign, together with the electromagnetic waves generated by it in the vacuum. And the vacuum is filled of entities called vacuuons, each consisting of a positive and negative elementary charge bound with each other by a binding energy ∼ 10 7 J, and will be induced with a shear elasticity by an applied field. The scheme has demonstrated the viability of yielding the overall observed particle properties [1] - [5] For our present concern, this scheme has with it a built-in mechanism for the acquisition of particle mass, as the direct result of the NewtonianMaxwellian solutions for the particle, in context of a mass-energy relation, and for yielding the equations, in semiempirical terms only in this paper, for Planck constant and de Broglie wave parameters. In the present paper, as an excerpt of the complete work Ref. [1] (see Ref. [4] for a primitive version), we expose in a self-contained manner these solutions. In the end we comment on the origin of mass, and also the perspective of our recognition in connection with the contemporary proposal of the Higgs mechanism.
Equation of motion. Solution for localized charge
Consider in the vacuum a charge q generally in sinusoidal oscillation, assuming firstly being localized at R(X, Y, Z) = 0, of displacement u q = A q sin(Ω q T ) and angular frequency Ω q , oriented in a given time say in Z-direction. The charge generates owing to the oscillation electromagnetic waves, consisting according to Maxwellian field representation of radiation electric and magnetic fields, E(R, T ) and B(R, T ), propagated in radial R-direction in a threedimensional space; the wave intensity is a donut ring about the Z-axis and strongest in X − Y plane. Alternatively we can represent only formally here the periodic processes with a corresponding (say to the electric field) mechanical displacement, u(R, T ). In either representation, we can rather generally describe the periodic process with a dimensionless displacement, ϕ(R, T ).
Consider a wave path in a radial R(R, θ, φ)-direction making an angle θ at the Z-axis and φ at the X-axis. The waves propagated along a cone chain of a solid angle d Ω = sin θdθdφ about R have a constant energy, and, in terms of ϕ j (R, T ) here, are known to obey the classical wave equation:
The solutions for ϕ j are the plane waves
Where j = † and ‡ apply to the up-and down-stairs and indicate the waves generated to +R and −R directions, respectively, C K is a normalization factor, and α j the initial phase. Substitution of (2) into (1) further gives the normal mode angular frequency in linear relation with the wavevector K:
The wavelength is Λ = 2π/K = c2π/Ω. The electromagnetic wave manifests as a passive response of the medium to the perturbation of the source and thus adopts the frequency of the latter through a conversion relation Ω = Ω q Kb as can be readily worked out by the reader or see Ref. [1] , and is accordingly monochromatic.
Besides ϕ j and the wave parameters, a complete specification of a stationary wave, in respect to such as its total energy, necessarily requires also the information of its spatial extension at any given time. Suppose the charge at the given orientation generates continuously wave disturbances for a time ∆T ; ∆T has to do with the total oscillatory mechanical energy of the charge and needs only be regarded here formally (see detailed representation in Ref. [1] ). The stationary sequence of wave disturbances (as generated to both R and −R directions) then stretches along the wave path a wavetrain of total
Suppose the waves in R-direction is bound within reflection walls separated L apart, the total wavetrain thus winds N bϕ (> 1 or >> 1) loops about L at any time.
We now compute the wave energy in mechanical terms. We can think that the cone chain of the vacuum about R consists of coupled oscillators of mass dM ϕ (R) = ρ 0 bR 2 d Ω, separation distance b, and in transverse direction a cross sectional area R 2 d Ω, ρ 0 being the volume mass density of the vacuum. Suppose the mechanical displacement of the chain is u(R, T ) and is related to ϕ(R, T ) as u = Dϕ; D is a conversion factor of length unit and DC K = A gives the corresponding displacement amplitude; A = A q /2π as detailed treatment will show [1] . The total wave energy, containing a potential and kinetic term for each oscillator, multiplied then by the number of oscillators N bϕ = L ϕ /b for the total wavetrain of length L ϕ (sum of the lengths of all of two wavetrains), is given by the standard result:
Here 1/4π is a normalization factor counting for the effect that the oscillation would explore all orientations over time as a result of the action of environmental random fields. j = † or ‡ and is inconsequential for the two identical wavetrains here. Substituting into the above with (2) andφ j = Ωϕ j , integrating, and further with some algebra, we have for the total wavetrain
Here 2πh
; the integrated result of the total wave disturbances is equivalent to two wavetrains generated say in +X-and −X-directions along an apparent linear chain of cross sectional area s f . (4) is seen to be formally just the Planck relation (1900) for electromagnetic wave; h * can be then accordingly identified as the Planck constant h. That is
Accordinglyh * =h. Hence (5) gives an expression of h in terms of the wavemedium parameters; although the above is not a proof of the constancy of h.
We further combine with the standard energy-momentum relation from the Maxwellian electrodynamics, and obtain the linear momentum for the total wavetrain to be
If P is impinging on a surface for a time interval ∆T , P/∆T gives then to radiation force on it. The total wavetrain, traveling at the velocity of light c which is finite as opposed to infinite, and having a translational energy E and linear momentum P as given above, is apparently an inertial system. The total wavetrain must thereby have a corresponding inertial mass, M. M is by Newton's second law related to P as:
Moving charge. The Doppler effect.
Suppose now the oscillatory charge is traveling at a velocity v in +X-direction; v can be in general high so as to fall in the relativistic or unclassicvelocity regime (v/c) 2 >> 1, in which case the corresponding wave variables will be denoted by the lowercase letters. The wave variables are owing to the charge motion Doppler effected, to be suffixed as with the wave functions earlier by the superscripts j = † and ‡ for the approach-and recedeDoppler waves. The Doppler angular frequencies and wavelengths are related to the corresponding stationary-source, uppercase-letter variables in the standard equations
The corresponding Doppler effected X-components of (4), (7) and (8) are:
Particle. Particle total dynamics.
Conforming to our particle formation scheme of Refs.
[1]- [3] , we shall hereafter call the (oscillatory) charge together with the wavetrains generated by it as a whole a particle. The wavetrains are thus the internal components and their motions the internal processes of a given particle. The foregoing E, P, and M of a particle's total wavetrain represent accordingly the total rest energy, total rest momentum, and rest mass of a given particle. Notice that the oscillatory mechanical energy of the charge and the wave energy of the medium pertain to two alternative representations of the same quantity and only one should to be counted.
We shall now express the corresponding total quantities for a particle in motion, say at the velocity v in X-direction; its component wave variables are the Doppler displaced ones given in Sec. 3. The wave processes with their phases uncorrelated are statistical events. Furthermore, the total energy, momentum and inertial mass and angular frequency in question here are dynamic quantities of the particle, and should thus be pertinently given by the geometric mean values of the respective conjugate Doppler variables:
(More explicitly, according to how L j ϕ was defined earlier, the total energy, for example, is given by twice the geometric mean of the energies of the two Doppler wavetrains:
.) (4a) × (4b), (7a) × (7b) and (8a) × (8b), sorting, and taking in turn the respective square roots, we have
Substituting into these with (11)-(14) for the respective square root quantities, we have as measured along the X-axis:
Where
Eliminating p between (17) and (18) further gives
(16) corresponds to Planck relation in terms of the mean frequency of the conjugate wavetrains of the particle. (21) is seen to express just the massenergy equivalence relation as postulated by A. Einstein, and is given in the above as a direct Newton-Maxwell solution for the particle formation. Canceling ∈ between (21) and (4), reorganizing, we have m and p expressed in terms of the wave-medium parameters:
To restress, all of the lowercase-letter variables and their relations above describe the particle in its motion (X-) direction. In Y -, Z-directions the corresponding variables remain to be described by the uppercase ones.
In the specific case of a particle at rest, i.e. v = 0, at which γ| v=0 = 1, (19), (22), (23) and (16) write as
In the more general case of a traveling particle, |v| > 0 but v is within the non-relativistic or classic-velocity regime, i.e. (v/c) 2 → 0, in which case lim (v/c) 2 →0 = 1, the particle's total quantities take the limit values:
It is significant, as seen from the comparisons of (19a), (22a)- (23a) and (16a) with (19b), (22b)- (23b) and (16b), that the total dynamic variables of a moving particle are dependant on the particle velocity only in second order, i.e. ∝ (v/c) 2 . So at the classic-velocity limit the particle motion makes no contribution to the total quantities which thereby identify with the respective total rest quantities.
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Particle dynamics. De Broglie variables.
Expand the right hand side of (21) in Taylor series:
where
∈ v , being the difference between the total energy ∈ and the total rest energy E, clearly represents just the exact kinetic energy of the particle (in respect of its center-of-mass motion). E v represents thereby the classic-velocity limit of ∈ v . Accordingly the exact linear momentum of the particle and its classicvelocity limit respectively are p v = imv(−imv) = mv (see Ref.
[1] for a derivation of the imaginary momenta) and P v = Mv. Substituting into the last two equations with (22) for M, we get
Now according to de Broglie's 1923 hypothesis the particle is associated with a de Broglie wavelength, λ 
Here the superscript "em" indicates the relations (27)-(28) and the variables in these follow in part from the hypothesis of de Broglie on empirical basis, to distinguish from ones deduced in Ref. [1] (or see the early edition Ref.
[4]) directly from Newtonian solutions for the de Broglie waves. Withh * =h as given after (6), canceling p v /h between (25) and (27), and ∈ v /h between (26) and (28), we obtain a set of semiempirical expressions for the de Broglie wavelength, and frequency and accordingly wavevector and period:
The last expressions of (29a)-(d) are given after combining with (19).
Discussion
(a) The origin of mass: We have shown in the above that the total energy ∈ of a particle amounts to the kinetic energy of the particle's total motion. This energy can be apprehended as required for the particle to counterbalance a certain frictional force opposed to the particle's total motion. That such a frictional force is indeed exerted by the vacuum, whence the vacuum frictional force, will follow immediately once the vacuum is given a physical representation as a substantial medium and the wave as the mechanical process in this medium (this has been systematically done in Ref. [1] ). The physics of the vacuum frictional force (see further Ref. [1] ) will have no principle difference from that against a charge motion in a material medium, which physics has been well established.
The frictional force of the vacuum which is known to us to fill everywhere in space, must be universally exerted on any objects moving (in terms of total motion) in it. In Isaac Newton's laws of motion this vacuum frictional force is alternatively but equivalently assigned as an intrinsic property of the object, the inertial mass, or the inertial force when expressed in unit of force.
(b) The physics of mass-energy relation: The foregoing solution exposes that it is not an accident that the mass-energy equation, ∈= mc 2 , takes the particular form of the kinetic energy, as expected from Newtonian mechanics, of a mass m traveling at the velocity of light c. We have seen that this is the physical consequence that the mass executing this motion is nothing else but an electromagnetic wave(train), and c is its velocity of propagation.
(c) The origin of mass proposed here is in conformity with the contemporary Higgs mechanism [6] (see e.g. one of recent reviews in Ref. [7] ), in the sense that mass results from some massless charge in a viscous vacuum (this proposal), or alternatively from certain component moving in a certain field (Higgs mechanism). However apparently, the two proposals for the origin of mass are associated with two distinct schemes for particle formation. The schemes differ, primarily perhaps, in that the present scheme works in real space, whilst Higgs' in momentum space as of the quantum field theories.
As shown in this paper a particle simply formed by a single oscillatory charge is an extensive entity-wave-by formation; and this formation is governed by the established laws of classical mechanics and not by imposition. The particle's de Broglie wave properties, and its relativistic mass and (as shown in Ref. [1] ) length contraction, are the natural results of Doppler effect with a solid experimental grounding. Also as shown in our other resports [1, 2, 3] the Newtonian-Maxwellian description of such particle leads directly to the Schrödinger equation, a universal gravitational interaction, and other overall observed properties of basic material particles. Such desirable features tend to have been more readily endorsed by the real-space representation of the present scheme.
(d) Our discussion here is in respect of the center-of-mass motion of an elementary charge with either sign, which forms accordingly the observed isolatable basic particles like the electron and proton. But apparently, the same scheme for the formation of a basic particle here is viable also for the formation of a "particle" from any fraction of charge, like the net charge of a composite particle, or at today's finest scale the (2/3)e or −(1/3)e of a quark. The only requirement is that the center-of-mass motion of the given charge is considered in respect of particle dynamics, and the total motion of all the charge involved is considered in respect of the total energy and mass of that particle.
